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Does what we believe matter, or just that we believe? A study
recently released by the Pew Forum on Religion and Public
Life, suggests that most religious people in America think
what they believe isn’t so important.{1}
According to the report, eighty-three percent of people
identifying themselves with mainline Protestant churches
believe that many religions can lead to eternal life. That
might not come as a surprise to those who are familiar with
the changes in mainline churches over the last century.
But what would you say if you knew that fifty-seven percent of
people identifying themselves as evangelicals believe that
many religions can lead to eternal life? Fifty-seven percent!
That means the majority of evangelicals are what we call
“religious pluralists.” Are you surprised? To add to our
embarrassment, Mormons and Jehovah’s Witnesses have stronger
convictions about their beliefs being the true ones than do
evangelicals.
Some findings in the survey were real head-shakers. For
example, thirteen percent of evangelicals surveyed believe God
is an impersonal force. It might be a little reassuring to
learn that evangelicals don’t have a corner on the “confused
beliefs” market. Six percent of atheists surveyed believe in a
personal God, and twelve percent believe in heaven! What are
we to make of this?
Whatever it might mean precisely, it at least means that
specific beliefs are the property of the believer, not of the
religion itself. Fidelity to the beliefs of particular
religions (or irreligion, in the case of atheism) means much
less today than in the past. I can associate myself with a

given group, but I retain the right to decide for myself what
I should believe.
It’s understandable, in a sense, why people think this way,
including evangelicals. This pluralistic mentality infuses our
social consciousness. We aren’t to exclude people of other
races or the other gender from all the multitudinous areas of
society. Businesses are forbidden to discriminate on the basis
of “race, color, national origin, religion, or sex.”{2} I’m
not arguing against any of this. I’m simply pointing to our
social mentality which requires (or aims at) the leveling out
of differences. The refusal to extend special status is
applied to religious beliefs as well. But this doesn’t mean we
simply tolerate people of different beliefs; now we’re
supposed to affirm their beliefs!
In addition to this pluralist mentality there is the serious
problem for evangelicals of the reduction of doctrinal
teaching in churches. David Wells lamented this loss in his
1993 book, No Place for Truth, or, Whatever Happened to
Evangelical Theology? He was spurred on to write the book
after having a student in his seminary class on theology ask
him how he could justify spending so much money on a class
that “was so irrelevant to his desire to minister to people in
the Church.”{3}
One problem some people have with a strong concern for
doctrine is that it tends to divide Christians. In so far as
we do segregate ourselves from other Christians over nonessential beliefs we are in error. Unity is very important.
But nowhere in Scripture are we taught that unity is to be
preserved regardless, at the expense of truth. After exhorting
the Ephesians to be unified in the bond of peace, Paul lists
what we are to be unified around: one body, one Spirit, one
hope, one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of
all (4:3-6). We aren’t to be united around the conviction that
when it comes to religion, to each his or her own.

Another reason for a reluctance to insist on doctrinal
integrity is the postmodern mentality about truth. This issue
is being played out now in discussions about what is called
the “emerging church.” The desire to correct an overzealous
modernism in its confident claims of truth is showing itself
in some Christians who align themselves with this movement in
a diminishing of the importance of doctrinal commitments. The
attempt to avoid both absolutism and relativism has them
walking a tightrope which too easily swings toward a pluralist
mentality.
What does it mean to give up on the importance of specific
doctrinal beliefs? First, and very obviously, we have
abandoned biblical Christianity. In 1 Corinthians 15, Paul
states specific beliefs that are essential: “that Christ died
for our sins in accordance with the Scriptures, that he was
buried, that he was raised on the third day in accordance with
the Scriptures” (verses 3-5). Jesus made the bold and
definitely non-politically correct claim that he was the only
way to God (John 14:6). Paul says that salvation comes to
those who confess with their mouth that Jesus is Lord and
believe in their heart that God raised him from the dead
(Romans 10:9). Throughout both Old and New Testaments, we are
presented with claim after claim presented as being true.
Second, we must hold fast to the historic teachings of
biblical Christianity if we are to have anything to offer the
world. One of the most significant results of liberal watering
down of Christian distinctives is that, over time, attendance
in mainline churches dwindled; they had nothing to offer that
was different from what people could get outside the church.
Wells notes that “the great sin of Fundamentalism is to
compromise; the great sin in evangelicalism is to be narrow.”
Whereas evangelicals once strongly opposed doctrinal decline
in liberalism, now, Wells says, “evangelicals, no less than
the Liberals before them whom they have always berated, have
now abandoned doctrine in favor of ‘life’.”{4} We’re doing

well in the arena of social relief; we’re doing very poorly in
training our people in basic Christian beliefs as beliefs that
are true for all people for all time.
Wells notes these consequences of the loss of doctrinal
conviction. First is simply the loss of conviction. What do we
stand for? You’ve heard it before: A person [or church] that
stands for nothing will fall for anything. Second is the loss
of what might be accomplished when spurred on by a theological
vision. Is being nice and doing good the substance of our
marching orders? Third is the loss of any really meaningful
sense of what “evangelical” means. Fourth is the loss of unity
with the spinning off of individual interests.
If Christianity doesn’t have the truth about how one might
obtain eternal life, it has nothing more to offer than
religious experience (whatever that might be for a given
individual). It has lost all its substance. Since it claims to
be the only way to God, what has been aptly said many times
bears repeating: either it is true for all, or it is not true
at all.
Notes
1. U.S. Religious Landscape Survey: Religious Beliefs and
Practices: Diverse and Politically Relevant, June 2008;
religions.pewforum.org
2. The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
www.eeoc.gov/facts/qanda.html.
3. David Wells, No Place for Truth, or, Whatever Happened to
Evangelical Theology? (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1992), 4.
4. Ibid., 129, 131.
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Exploring God’s Relationship
to Time
Written by David Pattillo and Michael Gleghorn

Introduction
Why does time flow the way it does? Can we alter time, or is
it beyond our grasp? Is time travel possible? Is God inside or
outside of time? Does everyone experience time the same way we
do? When faced with the question, What is time? we encounter
one of the most fundamental human inquiries, as well as one of
the most difficult philosophical questions. Every person seems
to experience the flow of time every single day, yet when
asked to define it, we are often at a loss for words. Thus,
for the purpose of this article, we shall define time as a
relation of events involving earlier than and later than.

Two views of time
When it comes to the philosophy of the nature of time, there
are essentially two views: the dynamic, tensed, or A Theory;
and the static, tenseless, or B Theory. It is traditionally
said that on the A Theory, the present is ontologically
privileged. That is to say, the present is the only thing that
is really real; the past has happened and the future will
happen. It is much easier to see what distinguishes the A
Theory when it is compared with the B Theory, which holds that
all moments are equally real. That is (according to the B
Theory), from our perspective it is 2007, 1950 is in the past
and 2050 is in the future. But for the people in 1950 (who
also exist at that time), both 2007 and 2050 are in the
future. Likewise, for the people in 2050 both 1950 and 2007
are in the past. The B Theory holds that it is ignorant to
think of our moment of the world as the real moment, or the
moment occupying some privileged position. According to the B

Theory, any tensed idea, or sentence whose verb has tense
(i.e., past/present/or future), would actually be more
accurate if it were translated into a tenseless idea or
sentence (i.e., one that has a tenseless verb and time stamp
to say when something happened, rather than a tensed verb)
since tensed ideas imply that the present moment of time is
superior to, or more real than, all other moments. For
instance, according to the B Theory, the tensed sentence, JFK
was assassinated, would misconstrue reality as if the year
2007 (or any year after 1963) is more real or significant than
the years 1907 or 1963, because it has a verb in the past
tense. This theory holds that the sentence would be better put
On November 22, 1963, at 12:30 P.M. CST JFK is
assassinated.{2} This tenseless sentence is preferred on the B
Theory because there is no moment that can claim to be the
true present moment; rather, there are just equally real
moments. Advocates of the B Theory say that reality is one
long 4-dimensional block, and we are just experiencing one
moment of that block, but all the moments are equally real or
existent. The A Theory, on the other hand, would say that
tensed verbs (verbs in the past/present/future tense) do
reflect reality; there really is a past, present, and future,
and they are always changing as time flows and the future
becomes present and then past.
Which one of these views is correct has vast implications for
the way we interpret reality. For example, it will have an
effect on the way we understand God and His relation to the
world. One might think that this would be the proper time to
turn to Scripture to see whether it supports an A or B Theory.
However, its important to recognize the fact that Scripture is
not entirely clear with respect to this issue. Therefore, we
will postpone looking at the Bible until our discussion of
Gods relation to time. For the present, we need to discuss
which of the two theories is superior and why.

A vs. B
The most powerful argument for the A Theory is
intuitiveness. That is, we experience the flow of time in
as real a way as any other experience in our lives. We
directly experience the present. To say that event
occurring now is no different than saying that event

its
just
very
e is
e is

occurring.{3} When we look forward to the future or regret the
past, we are experiencing the A Theory because, if you think
about it, on the B Theory there is no difference between past,
present, and future.{4} Lastly, when a kid says: I wish it
were Christmas morning, or I wish I were already done with
this test, he is expressing the A Theory. That is, he wishes
that the present moment, say t1, were replaced by some other
moment, say t2. This expresses the idea of temporal becoming
(the idea that the present moment changes as we pass through
time), which is an experience of the A Theory. As William Lane
Craig puts it, We thereby presuppose the reality of temporal
becoming, since our wish expresses our belief in a changing
and objective present.{5} Thus the A Theory very comfortably
coheres with what we experience in everyday life.
Now, the B theorist may ask, Why accept this experience as
anything more than an illusion? To answer this we must briefly
digress with a discussion of Alvin Plantingas epistemology, or
theory of knowledge. When evaluating beliefs, many skeptics
want to reject anything that is not certain. This was
especially prominent in the philosophy of Ren Descartes, who
rejected all his sense experience because it could have been
wrong. After all, when you think about it, we could be in the
Matrix.{6} It could be that everything you think is real is
just electrical impulses interpreted by your brain. Or it
could be that the world was created five minutes ago, and you
were created with all the memories you currently have. Or
maybe you are the only mind in the universe, and everyone else
is just a robot, cleverly designed to give the appearance of
having a human mind. And the list of possibilities goes on and

on. None of these can be disproven, but should we conclude
that we really dont know whether anyone else actually exists?
Plantinga doesnt think so. He has developed a theory that
labels these and other similar beliefs as properly basic
beliefs.
Think about it this way. If you are reading this online, the
belief that there is a computer in front of you is properly
basic; that is, it is a foundational belief formed in correct
circumstances. Therefore, you are warranted in believing it
until presented with some defeater of your belief. In this
case, a defeater would have to be some good reason to believe
that your senses are deceiving you. In other words, according
to Plantinga, common sense beliefs about sensory experience,
memory, the existence of other minds or other similar beliefs
should be regarded as innocent until proven guilty (i.e.,
judged reliable until proven otherwise). Likewise, our
experience of real temporal passing and an objective past,
present, and future warrants belief in the A Theory until a
strong counterargument is offeredstrong enough to cause us to
doubt this experience.
Another major argument for the A Theory is what is known as
the ineliminability of tense.{7} Simply put, this is the idea
that tensed statements imply tensed facts which further imply
a tensed reality. B theorists have made numerous attempts to
show that tensed sentences can be translated into tenseless
sentences that do not imply a tensed reality. However, all
these attempts have failed. Craig illustrates:
This point is underlined by the ineptness of some of the
supposed tenseless translations of tensed sentences. Take,
for example, the tensed sentence It is now 4:30. We can
imagine situations in which a persons life would depend on
his holding such a belief. But the tenseless counterpart of
this sentence is either It is 4:30 at 4:30, which is a mere
tautology, or It is 4:30 simultaneous with this utterance,
which is useless unless we also know that This utterance is

occurring now, which is a tensed belief. In both cases the
tenseless versions are insufficient to motivate timely action
because they do not inform us whether or not it actually is
4:30.{8}
If tensed sentences lose some meaning when translated into
tenseless sentences, then there is some important meaning in
tense, namely, that reality is reflected by tense. Therefore,
if tenseless sentences cannot capture the facts expressed by
tensed sentences, then there must be tensed facts. And thus we
have a strong argument for temporal reality.
Next we turn our attention to some problems with the B Theory
of time. While there are numerous problems, we will discuss
just two of them.{9} First, the B Theory of time greatly
misconstrues some biblical ideas, one example being the
doctrine of creation ex nihilo. For the B theorist, the
universe beginning to exist simply means that it has a
starting point, just like a yard stick has a first
inch.{10} The problem is that on this view There is in the
actual world no state of affairs of God existing alone without
the space-time universe. God never really brings the universe
into being; as a whole it co-exists timelessly with Him.{11}
So while the universe depends on God, the idea of creation ex
nihilo is severely stripped of meaning since the universe
always timelessly exists with God. That is, in some sense, God
and space-time seem to be equally necessary in their
existence.
The other major biblical problem is that evil is never really
vanquished.{12} On the static theory of time [B Theory], evil
is never really vanquished from the world: It exists just as
sturdily as ever at its various locations in space-time, even
if those locations are all earlier than some point in cosmic
time (for example, Judgment Day).{13}
Furthermore, events like the crucifixion are never past or

done away with. They simply remain timelessly forever, which
seems hard to reconcile with Christs victory over death.
A second argument against the B Theory has to do with the
impossibility of the existence of actual infinites. It has now
been almost universally agreed upon by mathematicians and
philosophers that an actually infinite number of things cannot
be actualized in the space-time universe. The idea of actual
infinites creates many paradoxes. For instance, what is
infinity minus infinity? Well mathematically one gets
contradictory answers. For example, one could say that the
answer is infinity. But the answer could also be 4, or 0, or
any other number you want. This led the great mathematician
David Hilbert to say, The infinite is nowhere to be found in
reality. It neither exists in nature, nor provides a
legitimate basis for rational thought…the role that remains
for the infinite to play is solely that of an idea.{14}
Thus, what we have in the space-time universe are not actual
infinites, but potential infinites. For example, you can start
counting 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and continue this process for a
potentially infinite time (i.e., you can keep going as long as
you want). But you will never reach a moment when you can
stand up and exclaim, Im done! Ive counted to infinity! In the
same way a line three inches in length can be divided in half,
and then in half again, and then in half again, ad infinitum.
But it can never actually be divided an infinite number of
times. For this reason, in addition to compelling scientific
and theological evidence, essentially all philosophers and
scientists have now come to believe that time is finite in the
past.
However, the future is different. We know that the future is
not finite but infinite. We know this both philosophically and
biblically by the promise of everlasting or eternal life.
Therefore, most scholars have concluded that the future, like
numbers, is potentially infinite. We can keep adding years
forever, but we will never reach an end. But this is

inconsistent with the B Theory. Since every moment of time in
fact exists at once, and the future has no end, there is an
actually infinite number of years in the future. But since we
know that there are no actualized infinites in the real world,
we can safely conclude that the B Theory is wrong in its
description of the future.
So we have seen two strong arguments for the A Theory, from
our experience of temporal reality and the ineliminability of
tense in language, and two ways that the B Theory seems
clearly implausible, from creation ex nihilo and the
impossibility of actual infinites. Other attempts have been
made to revive the B Theory, but suffice it to say that they
have been answered thoroughly.{15}

Gods Relation to Time
We now turn to how an infinite God relates to our passage of
time. There are some things of which we are certain. First,
time began a finite time ago. We know this from the Bible,{16}
philosophy,{17} and science.{18} Second, we know God neither
began to exist, nor will He ever cease to exist.{19} We can
further conclude that God existed before time.{20} This is
best exemplified in Jude 25: …To the only God our Savior,
through Jesus Christ our Lord, be glory, majesty, dominion and
authority, before all time and now and forever. Amen.{21}
Since we know that God existed before time,{22} we can conclude
that without the universe, God existed timelessly.{23}
We then must ask ourselves, how does God relate to the
universe since it began? Here again we find two common
positions. One is that God is timeless. By this it is meant
that God, while the creator and sustainer of the world, was
not affected by the creation of the world and remains constant
outside the universe, just as He was before the act of
creation. The other common position is that God is temporal.
That does not mean that God is limited by time, but rather

that He is intimately related to temporal things. He thus has
a past, present, and future, just like other temporal things.
Since there is no beginning or end to His existence, this
position is also sometimes called omnitemporality.
There are two main arguments in favor of Gods omnitemporality.
First, there is the argument from Gods relation to the
universe. When God brought the universe into being, He stood
in new relationships that He did not have before. Once the
universe exists, He now is the sustainer of and is co-existent
with the universe.{24} He could have remained timeless, but
since He created the universe He went through an extrinsic
change.{25} If God undergoes this change, then surely He must
be temporal. That is, we can speak of a past, present and
future for God. In the past He had one relation and in the
present He has another relation. This provides a way to
associate God with time, and that is all the omnitemporal view
of God requires.
The second major argument for Gods omnitemporality comes from
His omnisciencespecifically, His knowledge of tensed
facts.{26} That is, as the present is constantly changing,
true sentences are constantly changing. For instance, there
are tenseless truths that are always true such as: The World
Trade Centers are attacked on September 11, 2001. However, on
September 10, 2001, the sentence The World Trade Centers will
be attacked tomorrow was true, but this statement is not true
on September 11 t h . What is true on September 11 t h is the
statement, The World Trade Centers are being attacked today.
Finally, any time since then, the true statement has been, The
World Trade Centers were attacked on September 11 th . All of
these statements can be true or false depending on when they
are made. That is because the verbs relate the sentence to the
present. Thus, a God who knows only tenseless truths (as the
tenseless view of God proposes) would seem to be very ignorant
indeed, for there are seemingly limitless things He would not
know. However, if God does possess knowledge of the truth of

tensed sentences, this would seem to make Him temporal. As Dr.
Craig puts it, any being which does know tensed facts cannot
be timeless, for his knowledge must be in constant flux, as
the tensed facts known by him change.{27} Thus we have a
second powerful argument for God being temporal .
On the other hand, the major argument for Gods timelessness is
what is known as the incompleteness of temporal life.{28} This
is the idea that temporal life is so limited that a perfect
God would not experience it. Certainly the fleetingness of our
own lives has led to many existential questions of the meaning
of life given that it will all end relatively shortly. Surely
God would not be limited in this way. Well, this is a
plausible argument and does carry some weight, but I am not
sure how much. For one thing, because of Gods complete
omniscience and ability to experience whatever He wants, the
past is never really lost to God, which makes temporality far
less of a limitation. Secondly, since He never ends, and we
His children never cease to be in company with Him (assuming
we have received His free gift of eternal life), there really
is no need for Him to try to grasp onto fleeting moments as we
so often do. So, while this argument seems plausible, it does
not seem to me to be remotely powerful enough to call into
question the powerful arguments we have for the
omnitemporality of God.
Thus, it seems we have good reason to think that God is
timeless without creation and temporal since creation.{29} But
it is important to remember that He did not have to create.
Rather, His free decision to create a temporal world also
constitutes a free decision on His part to exist
temporally.{30} Many would now ask how it makes sense for God
to exist timelessly and then temporally. It seems plausible to
say that time is a relation of events. That is, Gods existence
without creation was just simple, unchanging Trinitarian
perfection, and it does not make sense to talk about before
and after when there was no change. However, at the moment of

the creation, we now have an event, and we can start relating
events by temporal distance from the creation. Thus we
conclude that God existed timelessly, and then created time
and space, giving us the first mark of time, and time has been
flowing ever since.
So then, we have seen that there is a real past, present, and
future. God, though timeless, created, thus giving us temporal
relations. We can speak of past, present, and future for God
since He is intimately related to temporal things and has
temporal knowledge. Since the first event, we now have a flow
of time that will never end as we live on into eternity with
or without God.
Notes
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light from distant galaxies and the cosmic microwave
background radiation). For more information see The Kalam
Cosmological Argument by William Lane Craig.
19. name=”text19″>That God is the beginningless cause of the
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Did Christianity Borrow From
Pagan Religions? – Early
Christianity
and
Other
Religions
The Da Vinci Code and related contemporary non-fiction books
make the claim that Christianity was a hodge podge of beliefs
taken from other pagan religious traditions.
Morais and
Gleghorn take a long hard look at this claim and determine
that it has very little basis in fact. They demonstrate that
the theory that early Christianity was borrowed from other
religions does not stand up to rigorous examination.

The Da Vinci Code Deception
In Dan Brown’s bestselling novel, The Da Vinci Code, Leigh
Teabing, the fictional royal historian, makes the following
claim: “Nothing in Christianity is original. The pre-Christian
god Mithras—called the Son of God and the Light of the
World—was born on December 25, died, was buried in a rock

tomb, and then resurrected in three days.”{1} Is there any
truth to all this?{2}
The Da Vinci Code claims that Christianity is not rooted in a
unique, historical Jesus who claimed to be the Son of God, was
born of a virgin, died, and was resurrected in three days.
Instead, it says that early Christians borrowed these ideas
from pagan mystery cults like Mithraism, and attributed these
characteristics to the historical Jesus who never really said
or did any of these things. Did Christianity borrow its
history and theology from Mithraism or any other mystery
religion?
From about 1890-1940, critical Bible scholars suggested that
early Christianity may have borrowed some of its ideas from
pagan mystery religions. However, after a barrage of criticism
this theory has been largely abandoned in the field of
religious studies. Despite its current lack of acceptance by
experts, however, this theory continues to be set forth in
popular books like
publications.{3}
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What is Mithraism, and what are the mystery cults? The mystery
religions were called such because of their use of secret
ceremonies and beliefs that were thought to bring their
participants salvation.{4} Ceremonies were usually held in
secluded places, at night, away from the public eye.{5}
Different parts of the Mediterranean spawned their own mystery
religions. Greece had the cults of Dionysus and Demeter as
well as the Orphic mystery cults. Out of Phrygia in Asia Minor
came the Cybele and Attis cults. The cult of Isis and Osiris
arose in Egypt. Syria and Palestine had the cult of Adonis,
while Mithraism originated in Persia, or modern day Iran.{6}
Dr. Ronald Nash wrote, “One frequently encounters scholars who
first use Christian terminology to describe pagan beliefs and
practices and then marvel at the awesome parallels they think
they have discovered.”{7} However, the theory that

Christianity borrowed its beliefs from paganism has now been
discarded in large part because it seems likely that if any
borrowing of beliefs occurred it would almost certainly have
been the other way around. One could be a participant in the
mystery cults of Isis or Mithras without giving up his or her
previous beliefs, but not so with Christianity. With its roots
in Judaism, Christianity, even in its earliest form, was an
extremely exclusivist religion with deep disregard for all
that was pagan.{8}

The Myth of Mithras
Mithraism was probably the most significant of the mystery
religions. Mithras was the twin brother of the Zoroastrian god
Ahura Mazda. Mithras was born when he emerged from a rock. He
battled with the sun and then with the primeval bull. When
Mithras slew the bull, this became the first act of creation
as it created the ground of life for humanity. Like
Zoroastrianism, Mithraism believed that the world was a
battleground between good and evil and mankind must pick
sides. Mithras was the mediator who would assist humans in
their struggles with darkness. If man passed his tests, he
would eventually be reunited with the good god, but if he
failed he would be thrown into a realm of eternal punishment.
The Romans associated good and evil with light and darkness,
and because of this fact, Mithras became known as the Sun
God—not the Son of God.{9}
The Mithraic religion was constantly changing and adapting
itself to the culture. This being the case, the most likely
explanation for the myths about Mithras’ miraculous birth and
his becoming a “savior god” were in all likelihood borrowed
from Christianity.{10} Though the cult started long before
Christianity in Iran, there’s no evidence of its presence in
the Roman Empire during the first century when the original
New Testament documents were being written. So this pagan cult
could not have influenced the original New Testament

manuscripts. But could later copies of the New Testament have
been tainted with Mithraism?
Our oldest intact fragments of the New Testament are virtually
identical with the Bible we have today and it seems clear that
though we don’t possess any of the original writings, what we
do have are quite accurate representations of the originals.
Sir Frederick Kenyon wrote, “The interval, then, between the
dates of original composition and the earliest extant evidence
becomes so small as to be in fact negligible, and the last
foundation for any doubt that the Scriptures have come down to
us substantially as they were written now has been
removed.”{11}
In conclusion, Mithras was the Sun God, not the Son of God,
and given the exclusivist nature of Christianity and the fact
that Mithraism and Christianity did not overlap during the
first century, any similarities between the two religions were
most likely due to a later Christian influence on Mithraism
and not the other way around.

The Da Vinci Code Dissected
In the novel The Da Vinci Code, the Holy Grail expert, Leigh
Teabing, claims that the pre-Christian god Mithras was also
called the Son of God and the Light of the World. He then goes
on to say that Mithras also died, was buried in a rock tomb,
and rose again in three days. Brown also claims a parallel
with Krishna mythology, according to which the newborn Krishna
was, like Jesus, also given gifts of gold, frankincense, and
myrrh.{12} Is there any truth to these pagan/Christian
parallels?
As noted earlier, the Romans came to understand the pagan god
Mithras as the Sun God (not the Son of God).{13} If Mithras
was understood to be the Sun God, it wouldn’t be a wild idea
to call him “The Light of the World.” However, that specific

title does not appear to have been given him in the ancient
Roman world.{14} Also, experts in the Mithraic religion like
Franz Cumont and Richard Gordon both assert that there was no
death, burial, or resurrection of Mithras.{15} Dan Brown’s
source for this misinformation about Mithras being called the
“Light of the World” and the “Son of God,” as well as his
alleged death and resurrection, has eluded many of his
critics. It’s not certain where he got this information,
though it’s possible that his source may have been a
discredited nineteenth-century historian who also provided no
documentation or support for these claims.{16}
It seems that Dan Brown may have also used this same historian
for his allegation that at Krishna’s birth, he was presented
with gold, frankincense, and myrrh. There is no story in
Krishna mythology to support this claim.{17} The Bhagavad-Gita
does not mention Krishna’s childhood, and the other sources
that do were written hundreds of years after the Christian
Bible.
Even if all these Mithras/Christ similarities were true, since
these two religions hadn’t yet overlapped in Rome during the
time when the New Testament was being written, Mithraism
couldn’t have influenced Christian theology. One Mithras
expert asserts that “no Mithraic monument can be dated earlier
than the end of the first century A.D., and even the more
extensive investigation at Pompeii, buried beneath the ashes
of Vesuvius in A.D. 79, have not so far produced a single
image of the god.”{18}
Most critical Bible scholars no longer believe that
Christianity borrowed its core beliefs from the pagan mystery
religions like Mithraism. Due to the lack of good evidence
this theory has been largely abandoned.{19}

Sunday or Son Day
Early Christianity and the Bible have been relentlessly
attacked on many different levels in the fast-paced thriller
The Da Vinci Code. In the novel, Langdon claims that
“Christianity’s weekly holy day was stolen from the pagans.
Christianity honored the Jewish Sabbath of Saturday, but
Constantine shifted it to coincide with the pagan’s veneration
day of the sun.”{20}
More than two hundred years before Constantine, some of the
earliest Christian writings, which later became part of the
New Testament, made it clear that there was a Sabbath on
Saturday and a separate “Lord’s Day” on Sunday. The reason
Christians had a separate “Lord’s Day” in addition to the
Sabbath was because early Christians wanted to celebrate on
Sunday, the day that Jesus had risen from the dead.{21}
There are many references in the New Testament, written
hundreds of years before Constantine, that illustrate the
difference between Sunday and the Sabbath day. Shortly after
Christ’s death, in Acts 20:7 Luke writes about “the first day
of the week, when we were gathered together to break bread, .
. .” This quote from Luke makes it clear that Christians
during the first century were already worshiping together on
the first day of the week which was Sunday. The apostle Paul
refers to making a collection for an offering on Sunday in 1
Corinthians 16:2. And the last book in the Bible, the Book of
Revelation, makes reference to Sunday being called the “Lord’s
Day” in order to distinguish it from the Sabbath (Rev. 1:10).
There are also early Christian writings outside the New
Testament that confirm that Christians celebrated the “Lord’s
Day” on Sunday. The church father Justin Martyr wrote, “And on
the day called Sunday there is a gathering together to one
place of all those who live in cities or in the country, and
the memoirs of the apostles or the writings of the prophets
are read, as long as time permits.”{22} Justin Martyr lived

during the second century,
Constantine was born.

and

had

died

long

before

The Sabbath has always been Saturday. That has never changed.
But Christians usually attend church services on Sunday
because that’s the day of Christ’s resurrection. In other
words, Christians didn’t “move” the Sabbath to Sunday. They
simply chose to gather for corporate worship on Sunday.
Finally, with regard to the claim that Sunday was tied to the
worship of a pagan god, it’s important to note that all the
days of the week—whether Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday, Saturday, or Sunday—were tied to the worship of one
pagan god or another.{23}

Christmithras
Previously we mentioned that the pagan god Mithras was not
called the “Son of God” or the “Light of the World”. He also
never died and rose again in three days. But was he born on
December 25? According to the myth of Mithras, his birthday
was in fact celebrated on December 25. According to this myth,
Mithras sprang up full-grown from a rock, carrying a knife and
a torch. Shepherds watched his miraculous birth and greeted
him with their first fruits, their flocks and their harvests.
The cult of Mithras spread throughout the Roman Empire during
the second century. In A.D. 274, the Roman emperor Aurelian
declared December 25 the Birthday of Sol Invictus (the
Unconquerable Sun).{24}
The Bible never indicates when Jesus was born, and no one
today knows with certainty the day of his birth. Since the
most likely time for taxation was in the fall or spring, some
biblical scholars have suggested that he may have been born
then rather than in the winter.{25} Prior to the fourth
century, the Eastern Church celebrated Epiphany (which
included the birth of Christ) in January. In the fourth

century, the Church in Rome also began celebrating Christ’s
birth, and the practice quickly spread throughout Christendom.
Eventually, December 25 “became the officially recognized date
for Christmas.”{26}
But why did the church choose to celebrate Christ’s birth on
the same day as the pagan Feast of the Unconquerable Sun? One
scholar explains it this way:
When Christianity became the religion of the Empire, the
church either had to suppress the festivals or transform
them. The winter solstice seemed an appropriate time to
celebrate Christ’s birth. Thus, the festival of the sun
became a festival of the Son, the Light of the world.{27}
The theory that Christianity borrowed its beliefs from
paganism has now been largely discredited. If any borrowing of
beliefs occurred it was almost certainly the other way around.
Unlike Christianity, which claims to be the sole source of
truth, one could be a participant in many of the mystery cults
without giving up his or her previous beliefs. Even if all the
Mithras/Christ similarities were true, nevertheless, since the
two religions hadn’t overlapped in Rome during the time when
the New Testament was being written, Mithraism could not have
influenced Christianity’s primary sources. The Bible has
withstood the test of time and still today stands strong in
the face of continued critical scholarship.
Notes

